TCC ANNUAL MEETING: BIRMINGHAM, AL
OCT 17-20, 2019
MEETING ACTIVITIES SPOTLIGHT
THE SHOW AND DISCUSS SESSION, THE TRANSFERWARE SALE, AND THE JUMBLE TABLE

Every TCC Annual Meeting takes place in a casual atmosphere, where attendees are encouraged to visit
and connect with friends old and new. This collegial
gathering offers many opportunities to engage in
activities; share information, stories and treasures; and
to learn from one another. Three special features of
the Annual Meeting are specifically designed to foster
this casual, active engagement: the Show and Discuss
Session, the Transferware Sale, and the Jumble Table.

Show and Discuss
After dinner on Friday evening, October 18, meeting participants will gather for an
informal Show and Discuss Session. Members are invited to bring up to two items
that they would like to share with others, and are encouraged to bring unusual,
interesting, and “mystery” items. Enjoy this casual evening with fellow collectors;
learn more about transferware from member experts; and share tales of transferware
quests and finds.

Transferware Sale
This anxiously awaited annual event,
open exclusively to TCC members, will
be held on Sunday afternoon, October
20 in the spacious Ridgeley Room of the Tutwiler Hotel. Member-dealers will be offering a wide array of
transferware items of exceptional quality, enabling meeting participants to add exquisite treasures to their
personal collections.

Jumble Table
The Jumble Table component of the Transferware Sale provides non-dealer members with a perfect
opportunity to sell transferware and related reference books and prints from their collections. The process
is easy! Just fill out a simple form and our jumble table coordinators will collect and display the items and
facilitate the sales. Attendees may place up to five items for sale on the Jumble Table for a nominal fee
per item. Bring items to sell and make room for new treasures!
Need a registration form? Just go to www.transferwarecollectorsclub.org.

